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INTRODUCTION

The first twenty-five Seminars on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials yielded nearly five hundred printed Working Papers and Annual Reports treating issues of major current and ongoing concern to Latin Americanists. Included are many bibliographies on a variety of topics, as well as theoretical articles, research reports, surveys, practical case studies, and other useful information. The Index to the SALALM Papers, 1956-1980 was prepared to provide access to these valuable resources.

The only Annual Report not fully indexed is the lengthy, varied "Progress Report on the Seminar," prepared annually by Marietta Daniels Shepard from the third through the eighteenth Seminar. Detailed access to the wealth of information contained in all but the last three of these reports is provided by a 1975 SALALM publication, Index to the SALALM Progress Reports; 1956-1970, compiled by Rosa Abella, Amelia Mederos, and Haydée Piedracueva. No attempt was made to index the Summary Reports of the Sessions, but three appendices to the Summary Reports, published in the Final Report of the second Seminar, were included because of their appropriate content.

The index is divided into separate Subject and Author sections. Headings in the Subject section are based on the Library of Congress's Subject Headings, 9th edition, adapted to meet the specialized nature of the material treated. To facilitate access, citations appear under as many as four subject headings.

The Author section contains entries for personal, joint, and corporate authors in a single alphabetical listing. Cross references in both sections guide the reader to proper headings and form of entry and tie together related topics.

The following bibliographic information is given for most entries: author(s), full title of the paper, abbreviated title of the volume (see the list of abbreviations used, below), volume number corresponding to the number of the Seminar, location of the Seminar, part number of the volume where applicable, date of the Seminar, inclusive page numbers, and appropriate bibliographic notes. For volumes having no consecutive paging, the number of the paper is cited instead.
In instances where an Annual Report retains essentially the same title, treats the same subject(s), and has been prepared by the same person for two or more consecutive years, the citations are combined into a single, collective entry that identifies the span of volumes and dates in which the report appears. Page numbers are replaced by the statement, "All issues."

The index was produced and typeset entirely by computer using programs designed at the University of California, Los Angeles, Latin American Center for the Hispanic American Periodicals Index. Any divergence from standard citation format is attributable to the necessity of conforming to the requirements of that system.

The Papers appeared under four different titles before they became standardized with the eighth Seminar. Complete citations for each of the Seminars precede the index. In the body of the work the titles are abbreviated as follows:

- **Final Report**: FR
- **Final Report and Papers**: FRP
- **Final Report and Working Papers**: FRWP
- **Working Papers**: WP

Two sets of Working Papers, Volumes II and VI, were never published. They were indexed from preprints borrowed from the Nettie Lee Benson Latin American Collection of the University of Texas at Austin General Libraries. The Editor wishes to thank Jane Garner of the Benson Collection both for her assistance in unraveling the complexities of the Papers' history and in making these items available for inclusion.

Barbara G. Valk
Editor
SEMINARS ANALYZED


SUBJECTS
ACQUISITIONS

See also
Collection development
Gifts and exchanges
Government publications
Subdivision Sources under specific topics; e.g., Geology - Sources

Finance

Argentina

Bolivia

Brazil


Caribbean area


Central America


Chile

Colombia

Costa Rica

Ecuador

Guatemala

Latin America


SUBJECTS

Puerto Rico

Uruguay

Venezuela

ACQUISITIONS, COOPERATIVE


Law and legislation

ACQUISITIONS, FOREIGN

Caribbean area
Cárdenas Pérez, Luisa. Los problemas que afrontan las bibliotecas de Centroamérica y el Caribe en la adquisición de materiales del extranjero. *FRWP*, v. 19, Austin, TX, no. 2 (1974), pp. 91 – 98.

Central America
Cárdenas Pérez, Luisa. Los problemas que afrontan las bibliotecas de Centroamérica y el Caribe en la adquisición de materiales del extranjero. *FRWP*, v. 19, Austin, TX, no. 2 (1974), pp. 91 – 98.

Jamaica

Latin America


Mexico

Panama
VENUEZUELA

ACRONYMS
Caribbean area

AGRARIAN REFORM
See
Land reform

AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES
Latin America

Sources


ALACRAN AZUL (PERIODICAL)
Indexes

ANDIEAN REGION
See
Names of specific countries within the region

LOS ANGELES COUNTY LAW LIBRARY

ANTILLES
See
Caribbean area

ANTIOCH COLLEGE
See
Collection development – Antioch College

ARCHIVES
See also
Manuscripts

Barbados

Caribbean area


Great Britain

Italy

Mexico
Sources

Paraguay

United States

AREAS STUDIES


Finance

Sources
Ehrman, Edith. Syllabi, Reading Lists, Bibliographical Services, and Other Resources for Undergraduate Teaching on Latin America and Other “Neglected” Foreign Areas: The Work of the Foreign Area Materials Center. FRWP, v. 12, Los Angeles, CA, no. 2 (1967), pp. 73 – 78.
ARGENTINA

See
Acquisitions – Argentina
Authors – Argentina
Bibliography – Argentina
Book trade – Argentina
Bookellers and book selling – Argentina
Cataloging – Argentina
Censorship – Argentina
Gifts and exchanges – Argentina
Government agencies – Argentina
Library automation – Argentina
Microforms – Argentina
Press and politics – Argentina

ART

See also
Creation (Literary, artistic, etc.)

Cuba

Bibliography

AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS


AUSTRALIA

See
Gifts and exchanges – Australia
Latin American studies – Australia
Libraries – Australia

AUTHORS

See also
Creation (Literary, artistic, etc.)

Women authors

Argentina


Bibliography


Colombia


Cuba


Peru

Bibliography


UNITED STATES

Finance


Venezuela

Bibliography


BANKS AND BANKING

See also
Inter-American Development Bank

Latin America


BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION

See also
Library education

Johnson, Peter T. The Latin American Subject Specialist and Bibliographic Instruction. FRWP, v. 19, Austin, TX, no. 2 (1974), pp. 203–221.


BIBLIOGRAPHY

See also
Art – Cuba – Bibliography
Authors – Argentina – Bibliography
Authors – Peru – Bibliography
Authors – Venezuela – Bibliography
Bibliography – Bolivia – Bibliography
Bibliography – Brazil – Bibliography
Bibliography – Caribbean area – Bibliography
Bibliography – Chile – Bibliography
Bibliography – Colombia – Bibliography
Bibliography – Cuba – Bibliography
Bibliography – Dominican Republic – Bibliography
Bibliography – United States – Bibliography
Bibliography – Venezuela – Bibliography
Books
Caribbean literature – Bibliography
Census – Latin America – Bibliography
Children’s literature – Bibliography
Children’s literature – Chile – Bibliography
Children’s literature – Mexico – Bibliography
Cuba – Bibliography
Cuban poetry – Bibliography
Dissertations, Academic – Cuba – Bibliography
Government publications – Brazil – Bibliography
Government publications – Colombia – Bibliography
Government publications – Latin America – Bibliography
Government publications – Peru – Bibliography
Government publications – United States – Bibliography
Hispanic American literature – Bibliography
Hispanic Americans – Bibliography
Latin America – Bibliography
Manuscripts
Microforms – Bibliography
Newspapers – Latin America – Bibliography
Panama – Bibliography
Periodicals – Caribbean area – Bibliography
Periodicals – Latin America – Bibliography
Periodicals – Mexico – Bibliography
Periodicals – Peru – Bibliography
Periodicals – Puerto Rico – Bibliography
Periodicals – United States – Bibliography
Peruvian poetry – Bibliography
Public administration – Latin America – Bibliography
Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials – Bibliography
Bibliography


International cooperation


Technique


Argentina


Bolivia


Bibliography


Bibliography


Bibliography


Caribbean area


Bibliography


Central America


Bibliography


— Current Bibliography in Chile. FRWP, v. 8, Madison, WI, no. 2 (1963), pp. 121 – 134.

Bibliography


Bibliography

Costa Rica

Cuba
*Bibliography*

Dominican Republic
*Bibliography*

Ecuador

El Salvador

Guatemala

Guyana

Honduras

Latin America


*Congresses*

*Research*

*Sources*

Panama

Paraguay

United States
*Bibliography*

Uruguay

Venezuela

*Bibliography*

*Cataloging*

*BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL, CHILE*

*BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, PARIS*

*BID*
*See* Inter-American Development Bank

*BIOMEDICAL LIBRARIES*

*BIOMEDICAL MATERIALS*


*BODLEIAN LIBRARY*

*BOLIVIA*
*See* Acquisitions – Bolivia
Bibliography – Bolivia
Gifts and exchanges – Bolivia
Government agencies – Bolivia
Government publications – Bolivia
Libraries – Bolivia
Library education – Bolivia
Publishers and publishing – Bolivia
**BOOK REVIEWS**

**Sources**

*Bibliography*


**BOOK TRADE**

*See also*

Books

Booksellers and bookselling

Publishers and publishing

**Argentina**


**Central America**


**Colombia**


**Costa Rica**


**El Salvador**


**Guatemala**


**Honduras**


**Latin America**


**Mexico**


**Nicaragua**


**Panama**


**Puerto Rico**


**Venezuela**


**BOOKS**

*See also*

Bibliography

Manuscripts

Microforms

Printing and engraving

Publishers and publishing

Textbooks

**Prices**


**Colonial period**


**BOOKSELLERS AND BOOKSELLING**

*See also*

Book trade

**Argentina**


**Brazil**


Caribbean area

Central America

Chile

Colombia
Law and legislation

Ecuador

Latin America


Bibliography


Paraguay
Brennan, Mary. Library Resources and Acquisitions and Exchange Policies Relating to Paraguay. FRWP, v. 9, St. Louis, MO, no. 2 (1964), pp. 27 – 44.

Peru

United States


BRAZIL
See
Acquisitions – Brazil
Bibliography – Brazil
Booksellers and bookselling – Brazil
Censorship – Brazil
Gifts and exchanges – Brazil
Government agencies – Brazil
Government publications – Brazil
Photocopying services – Brazil
Press and politics – Brazil
Publishers and publishing – Brazil

BRITISH LIBRARY
See
Collection development – British Library

CANADA
See
Latin American studies – Canada
Libraries – Canada

CARIBBEAN AREA
See also
Acquisitions – Caribbean area
Acronyms – Caribbean area
Archives – Caribbean area
Bibliography – Caribbean area
Booksellers and bookselling – Caribbean area
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Gifts and exchanges – Caribbean area
Government publications – Caribbean area
Latin American studies – Caribbean area
Libraries – Caribbean area
Library cooperation – Caribbean area
Library education – Caribbean area
Library information networks – Caribbean area
Library planning – Caribbean area
Manuscripts – Caribbean area
Microforms – Caribbean area
Periodicals – Caribbean area
Publishers and publishing – Caribbean area
International cooperation

Research

Sources


Study and teaching


D'Oleye, Enid F. Caribbean Teaching and Research Programs in Canada. FRWP, v. 24, Los Angeles, CA (1979), pp. 148 - 152.


CARIBBEAN LITERATURE

Bibliography


CARIBBEAN REGIONAL LIBRARY

See

Collection development - Caribbean Regional Library

CARTOGRAPHY

Latin America


CATALOGING

See also

Periodicals - Cataloging

Argentina


United States


CATALOGING, COOPERATIVE


CELORIO, GONZALO

Interviews


CENSORSHIP

See also

Press and politics

Argentina


Brazil


CENSUS

Latin America

Bibliography


CENTRAL FOR RESEARCH LIBRARIES


CENTRAL AMERICA

See

Accquisitions - Central America

Biography - Central America

Book trade - Central America

Booksellers and book selling - Central America

Gifts and exchanges - Central America

Publishers and publishing - Central America

CENTRAL BANK OF BARBADOS

See

Collection development - Central Bank of Barbados

CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE AGRICULTURA TROPICAL


CENTRO REGIONAL PARA EL FOMENTO DEL LIBRO EN AMERICA LATINA


CHILDREN'S LITERATURE


Bibliography


Sources

CHILE

See also
- Acquisitions - Chile
- Bibliography - Chile
- Booksellers and book-selling - Chile
- Children's literature - Chile
- Gifts and exchanges - Chile
- Librarians - Chile
- Libraries - Chile
- Microforms - Chile
- Press and politics - Chile
- Publishers and publishing - Chile
- Textbooks - Chile

History
- Sources


COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

See also
- Acquisitions


Johnson, Harvey L. The Development of the Latin American Collection Viewed by a Professor. FRWP, v. 12, Los Angeles, CA, no. 1 (1967), pp. 219 - 228.


Antioch College


British Library


Caribbean Regional Library


Central Bank of Barbados


Columbia University


Indiana University

Simonson, Emma Croslane. Factors Involved in Expanding a Latin American Collection in an Established University. FRWP, v. 12, Los Angeles, CA, no. 2 (1967), pp. 245 - 250.

Library of Congress


New York Public Library


Pan American Union. Columbus Memorial Library


Southern Illinois University

Woodbridge, Henstley C. Faculty and Library Collaboration in Developing the Latin American Collection for Area Studies Programs at Southern Illinois University. FRWP, v. 12, Los Angeles, CA, no. 2 (1967), pp. 59 - 108.

State University of New York


Tulane University


University of California, Berkeley


University of Florida


University of Oxford

University of Pittsburgh

University of the West Indies

COLOMBIA
See also
Acquisitions – Colombia
Authors – Colombia
Bibliography – Colombia
Book trade – Colombia
Bookellers and bookselling – Colombia
Gifts and exchanges – Colombia
Government agencies – Colombia
Government publications – Colombia
Libraries – Colombia
Library planning – Colombia
Women authors – Colombia

Intellectual life

COLOMBIAN LITERATURE

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
See Collection development – Columbia University

COMIC BOOKS, STRIPS, ETC.

COSTA RICA
See
Acquisitions – Costa Rica
Bibliography – Costa Rica
Book trade – Costa Rica
Gifts and exchanges – Costa Rica
Government agencies – Costa Rica
Government publications – Costa Rica

CREATION (LITERARY, ARTISTIC, ETC.)

CUADERNOS DEL HOMBRE LIBRE (PERIODICAL)
Indexes

CUBA
See also
Art – Cuba
Authors – Cuba
Bibliography – Cuba
Dissertations, Academic – Cuba
Historians – Cuba
Periodicals – Cuba

Bibliography

Mederos, Amelia. Contribution to a Bibliography of Published and Unpublished Theses Written by Cubans or on Cuba, Located at Harvard University: Appended is a List of Theses Submitted at the University of Miami. FRWP, v. 15, Toronto, ONT, no. 2 (1970), pp. 177–189.

HISTORIOGRAPHY

CUBAN LITERATURE
History and criticism

United States
Abella, Rosa M. Presencia de la cultura hispánica en los Estados Unidos. FRWP, v. 21, Bloomington, IN (1976), pp. 322–326.

CUBAN POETRY
Bibliography

CUBANS
United States
Abella, Rosa M. Presencia de la cultura hispánica en los Estados Unidos. FRWP, v. 21, Bloomington, IN (1976), pp. 322–326.

Publications


— Suplemento a las publicaciones periódicas editadas en el exilio y en existencia en la Biblioteca de la Universidad de Miami. FRWP, v. 12, Los Angeles, CA, no. 2 (1967), pp. 49–64.

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
See Libraries – Developing countries
Library planning – Developing countries

DEVELOPMENT BANKS
See
Banks and banking

DISSERTATIONS, ACADEMIC
See
Libraries – Developing countries

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
See also
Bibliography – Dominican Republic
Libraries – Dominican Republic
Periodicals – Dominican Republic

Description
ECUADOR
See
Acquisitions – Ecuador
Bibliography – Ecuador
Booksellers and book selling – Ecuador
Gifts and exchanges – Ecuador
Government agencies – Ecuador
Government publications – Ecuador
Publishers and publishing – Ecuador

EL SALVADOR
See
Bibliography – El Salvador
Book trade – El Salvador
Gifts and exchanges – El Salvador
Government agencies – El Salvador
Government publications – El Salvador
Publishers and publishing – El Salvador

ELIZONDO, SALVADOR
Interviews

EMISSION AND IMMIGRATION
See
Names of specific national groups: e.g., Cubans

EUROPE
See
Historians – Europe
Latin American studies – Europe

EXCHANGE PROGRAMS
See
Gifts and exchanges

EXHILIO (PERIODICAL)
Indexes

FARMINGTON PLAN

FOREIGN AREA FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

FOREIGN AREA MATERIALS CENTER

FRANCE
See
Libraries – France

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
See
Censorship
Press and politics

FRENCH ANTILLES
See
Caribbean area

GENEALOGY
Sources

GEOGRAPHY
See also
Cartography

Latin America
Bibliography

GERMANY
See
Latin American studies – Germany

GIFTS AND EXCHANGES
See also
United States Book Exchange


Argentina

Australia

Bolivia

Brazil


Caribbean area


Central America


Chile

Colombia


Costa Rica

Ecuador

El Salvador

Guatemala

Honduras

Latin America


Mexico

Panama

Paraguay


Peru


Uruguay

Venezuela


GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
See also
Public administration
Argentina

Bolivia

Brazil

Colombia

Costa Rica

Ecuador

El Salvador

Panama

Paraguay

Uruguay

Venezuela

**GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS**

**Argentina**
**Cataloging**

**Bolivia**
**Sources**

**Brazil**
**Bibliography**


**Cataloging**

**Sources**

**Caribbean area**


**Colombia**
**Bibliography**

**Cataloging**
Böhórquez C., José-Ignacio. Lista alfabética de las entidades de la administración pública nacional de Colombia. *FRWP*, v. 11, New York, NY, no. 2 (1966), pp. 3 - 139.

**Law and legislation**

**Costa Rica**
**Cataloging**

**Ecuador**
**Cataloging**

**El Salvador**
**Cataloging**

**Guatemala**

**Honduras**

**Latin America**


**Bibliography**


**Cataloging**

**Sources**
SUBJECTS

Paraguay

Peru
Bibliography

United States
Bibliography


Venezuela

Bibliography

Cataloging

GREAT BRITAIN
See Archives - Great Britain
Latin American studies - Great Britain
Libraries - Great Britain

GUATEMALA
See Acquisitions - Guatemala
Bibliography - Guatemala
Book trade - Guatemala
Government publications - Guatemala
Libraries - Guatemala
Publishers and publishing - Guatemala

GUYANA
See Bibliography - Guyana

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Mederos, Amelia. Contribution to a Bibliography of Published and Unpublished Theses Written by Cubans or on Cuba, Located at Harvard University: Appended Is a List of Theses Submitted at the University of Miami. FRWP, v. 15, Toronto, ONT, no. 2 (1970), pp. 177 - 189.

HISPANIC AMERICAN LITERATURE
Bibliography

History and criticism

HISPANIC AMERICANS
See also
Libraries and Hispanic Americans

Bibliography

Statistics
Sources

HISPANIC AMERICANS IN LITERATURE

HISTORY
Cuba

Europe
Associations

HONDURAS
See Bibliography - Honduras
Book trade - Honduras
Gifts and exchanges - Honduras
Government publications - Honduras

IDB
See Inter-American Development Bank

INDEXES
See Alacrán Azul (Periodical) - Indexes
Cuadernos del Hombre Libre (Periodical) - Indexes
Exilio (Periodical) - Indexes
Microforms - Indexes
Revista Cubana (Periodical) - Indexes

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
See Collection development - Indiana University

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
See Labor relations

INFLATION (FINANCE)
Latin America
Carvajal, Manuel J. Central Banks and Their Role in Latin American Countries. FRWP, v. 21, Bloomington, IN (1976), pp. 156 - 165. Bibl. tables.

INFORMATION SERVICES
See also
Library automation
Library information networks


INSTITUTE OF LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES, STOCKHOLM
INSTITUTO NACIONAL DO LIVRO, BRAZIL

INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK
Publications

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF DOCUMENTATION / LATIN AMERICAN COMMISSION

ITALY
\textit{See}
Acquisitions – Italy
Manuscripts – Italy

JAMAICA
\textit{See}
Acquisitions, Foreign – Jamaica

JAPAN
\textit{See}
Latin American studies – Japan
Libraries – Japan

JOURNALS
\textit{See}
Periodicals

LABOR RELATIONS
Latin America
\textit{Sources}

LACAP
\textit{See}
Latin American Cooperative Acquisitions Project

LAND REFORM
Latin America
\textit{Sources}

LAND TENURE
Latin America
\textit{Sources}

LATIN AMERICA
\textit{See also}
Acquisitions – Latin America
Acquisitions, Foreign – Latin America
Agricultural libraries – Latin America
Banks and banking – Latin America
Bibliography – Latin America
Book trade – Latin America
Booksellers and bookselling – Latin America
Cartography – Latin America
Census – Latin America
Geology – Latin America
Gifts and exchanges – Latin America
Government publications – Latin America
Inflation (Finance) – Latin America
Labor relations – Latin America
Land reform – Latin America
Land tenure – Latin America
Law – Latin America
Librarians – Latin America
Library education – Latin America
Library information networks – Latin America
Library planning – Latin America
Microforms – Latin America
Natural resources – Latin America
Newspapers – Latin America
Periodicals – Latin America
Periodicals, Scientific – Latin America
Printing and engraving – Latin America
Public administration – Latin America
Research institutes – Latin America

Bibliography


Economic conditions
\textit{Bibliography}


History
\textit{Bibliography}

\textit{Sources}


Maps
\textit{Sources}

\textit{Politics}
\textit{Sources}


Societies, etc.
\textit{Publications}
LATIN AMERICAN COOPERATIVE ACQUISITIONS PROJECT


LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE, BERLIN


LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE

See also

Authors

Children's literature

Comic books, strips, etc.

Names of specific authors

Specific genres, specific countries; e.g., Chilean poetry, Argentine literature, etc.

Sources


United States


LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

Sources


Australia


Canada

D'Oleye, Enid F. Caribbean Teaching and Research Programs in Canada. FRWP, v. 24, Los Angeles, CA (1979), pp. 148 - 152.


Caribbean area

United States


Woodbridge, Hensley C. Faculty and Library Collaboration in Developing the Latin American Collection for Area Studies Programs at Southern Illinois University. FRWP, v. 12, Los Angeles, CA, no. 2 (1967), pp. 99 – 108.

Finance


LAW

See also

Subdivision Law and legislation under specific topics

Latin America

Sources


LIBRARIANS

Chile


Latin America


United States


LIBRARIES

See also

Agricultural libraries

Biomedical libraries


Australia


Barbados


Bolivia


Canada


Caribbean area


Maldonado de la Torre, Paulita C. Considerations in the Development of a Caribbean Regional Collection. FRWP, v. 12, Los Angeles, CA, no. 2 (1967), pp. 251 – 261.
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Chile

Colombia

Developing countries

Dominican Republic

France

Great Britain

Guatemala

Japan

Latin America

Congresses

Mexico

Netherlands

Nicaragua

Puerto Rico

United States

Finance

LIBRARIES AND COMMUNITY

LIBRARIES AND HISPANIC AMERICANS


**LIBRARIES AND STATE**

**United States**


**LIBRARY AUTOMATION**


**Argentina**


**United States**


**LIBRARY COOPERATION**

See also: Farmington Plan Latin American Cooperative Acquisitions Project

**Caribbean area**


**United States**


**LIBRARY EDUCATION**

**Bolivia**


**Caribbean area**


**Latin America**


**Mexico**


**United States**


**LIBRARY INFORMATION NETWORKS**

See also: Information services


CARIBBEAN AREA


LATIN AMERICA


UNITED STATES


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

See also

Collection development — Library of Congress


Publications


LIBRARY PLANNING

COLOMBIA


CARIBBEAN AREA


DEVELOPING COUNTRIES


LATIN AMERICA


Shepard, Marietta Daniels. ... A solicitud de los paises... asistencia que la OEA brinda a Latinoamérica en el campo de la información. *FRWP*, v. 19, Austin, TX, no. 2 (1974), pp. 421–451. Tables, charts.


NICARAGUA


TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO


LITERARY CREATION

See

Creation (Literary, artistic, etc.)

LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY


MANUSCRIPTS

See also

Archives

Sources


CARIBBEAN AREA


ITALY


MAPS

See

Cartography

Subdivision Maps under names of specific countries, geographical areas, etc.

MEDICINE

See

Public health

MEXICAN AMERICANS

See

Hispanic Americans

MEXICAN LITERATURE

Sources


MEXICO

See also

Acquisitions — Mexico

Acquisitions, Foreign — Mexico

Archives — Mexico

Book trade — Mexico

Children’s literature — Mexico

Gifts and exchanges — Mexico

Libraries — Mexico

Library education — Mexico

Microforms — Mexico

Periodicals — Mexico

HISTORY

Sources


MICROFORMS


Bibliography


Summary Reports, Appendix II: Titles from the Leavitt Index Now on Microfilm at the University of Kentucky Library, Lexington, Kentucky. *FRWP*, v. 9, St. Louis, MO, no. 1 (1964), p. 35.

Indexes

Sources

Argentina

Barbados

Caribbean area


Chile

Latin America


Mexico

Panama

United States


NATIONAL ENDOOMENT FOR THE ARTS

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF AUSTRALIA

NATURAL RESOURCES
Latin America
Sources

NETHERLANDS
See Latin American studies — Netherlands Libraries — Netherlands

NEW MEXICO
History Sources

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY
See also Collection development — New York Public Library


NEWSPAPERS
See also Censorship
Latin America
Press and politics


Listas provisional que servirá de base para la preparación de un índice general de publicaciones periódicas latinoamericanas. FR, v. 2, Austin, TX (1957), pp. 73–87.


Summary Reports, Appendix II: Titles from the Leavitt Index Now on Microfilm at the University of Kentucky Library, Lexington, Kentucky. FRWP, v. 9, St. Louis, MO, no. 1 (1964), p. 35.

Index


Mexico

Bibliography


Paraguay

Brennan, Mary. Library Resources and Acquisitions and Exchange Policies Relating to Paraguay. FRWP, v. 9, St. Louis, MO, no. 2 (1964), pp. 27–44.

Puerto Rico

Bibliography

Kidder, Frederick E. Periodicals Published in Puerto Rico. FRWP, v. 5, New York, NY (1960), pp. 289–293.

United States

Bibliography


— Suplemento a las publicaciones periódicas editadas en el exilio en existencia en la Biblioteca de la Universidad de Miami. FRWP, v. 12, Los Angeles, CA, no. 2 (1967), pp. 49–64.

PERIODICALS, SCIENTIFIC


Latin America


Bibliography


Venezuela


PERU

See

Acquisitions — Peru

Authors — Peru

Booksellers and bookselling — Peru

Gifts and exchanges — Peru

Government agencies — Peru

Government publications — Peru

Periodicals — Peru

Photocopying services — Peru

Publishers and publishing — Peru

PERUVIAN POETRY

Bibliography


PHOTOCOPYING SERVICES


Bibliography


PRESIDENT’S COMMISSION ON FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES


PRESS

See

Newspapers

Periodicals

Printing and engraving

Publishers and publishing

PRESS AND POLITICS

Argentina


Brazil


Chile


PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

See also

Government agencies

Latin America

Bibliography


— Sources of Information on the Governmental Organizations of the Countries of Latin America. FRWP, v. 10, Detroit, MI, no. 2 (1965), pp. 3–22.

PUBLIC HEALTH

See also

Nutrition

Latin America

Research


PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING

See also

Book trade

Books

Booksellers and bookselling

Printing and engraving

Bolivia


Brazil


History


Caribbean area


Central America


Chile


Ecuador


Guatemala


Latin America


Bibliography


Paraguay


Peru


United States


Uruguay


Venezuela


PUERTO RICANS

United States


PUERTO RICO

See

Acquisitions — Puerto Rico

Book trade — Puerto Rico

Periodicals — Puerto Rico

RELIGION

Caribbean area

Bibliography


RESEARCH

See

Scientific research

Social science research

Subdivision Research under specific topics
SUBJECTS

RESEARCH INSTITUTES

Latin America

United States

REVISTA CUBANA (PERIODICAL)

Indexes

ROBBE-GRILLET, ALAIN

Criticism and interpretation

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION


ROYAL INSTITUTE OF LINGUISTICS AND ANTHROPOLOGY, LEIDEN


SÁBATO, ERNESTO R.

Criticism and interpretation

SÁINZ, GUSTAVO

Interviews

SALALM

See Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials

SCANDINAVIA

See Latin American studies – Scandinavia

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH


Latin America


SEMINAR ON THE ACQUISITION OF LATIN AMERICAN LIBRARY MATERIALS


Bibliography


SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH


Brazil

Sources

Latin America

Bibliography

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

See Collection development – Southern Illinois University

SOVIET UNION

See Latin American studies – Soviet Union

SPAIN

See Latin American studies – Spain

SPANISH LANGUAGE

Study and teaching

TAPE RECORDERS AND RECORDINGS


TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER


TEXTBOOKS

Chile

TRINIDAD AND TOGABO

See Library planning – Trinidad and Tobago

TRINITY UNIVERSITY

TUCSON PUBLIC LIBRARY

TULANE UNIVERSITY
See Collection development – Tulane University

UNITED NATIONS, ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA
Publications

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

Publications

UNITED STATES
See Archives – United States
Authors – United States
Bibliography – United States
Bookstores and bookselling – United States
Cataloging – United States
Cuban literature – United States
Cubans – United States
Government publications – United States
Latin American literature – United States
Latin American studies – United States
Librarians – United States
Libraries – United States
Libraries and state – United States
Library automation – United States
Library cooperation – United States
Library education – United States
Library information networks – United States
Microforms – United States
New Mexico
Periodicals – United States
Publishers and publishing – United States
Puerto Ricans – United States
Research institutes – United States

UNITED STATES, AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

UNITED STATES BOOK EXCHANGE

UNITED NACIONES AUTÓNOMA DE NICARAGUA

UNITED NACIONES AUTÓNOMA DE MÉXICO

UNITED SANTA MARÍA ANTIGUA, PANAMA
Jaén J., Ana María. La adquisición de materiales extranjeros en la biblioteca de la Universidad Santa María la Antigua. FRWP, v. 19, Austin, TX, no. 2 (1974), pp. 147 – 161.

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
See Names of specific institutions

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
See also Collection development – University of California, Berkeley

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
See also Collection development – University of Florida

UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA-CHAMPAIGN

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
Summary Reports, Appendix II: Titles from the Leavitt Index Now on Microfilm at the University of Kentucky Library. Lexington, Kentucky, FRWP, v. 9, St. Louis, MO, no. 1 (1964), p. 35.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

Mederos, Amelia. Contribution to a Bibliography of Published and Unpublished Theses Written by Cubans or on Cuba, Located at Harvard University: Appended is a List of Theses Submitted at the University of Miami. *FRWP*, v. 15, Toronto, ONT, no. 2 (1970), pp. 177 – 189.

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD
See also
Collection development – University of Oxford


UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN


UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST INDIES
See also
Collection development – University of the West Indies


URUGUAY
See
Acquisitions – Uruguay
Bibliography – Uruguay
Gifts and exchanges – Uruguay
Government agencies – Uruguay
Publishers and publishing – Uruguay

VENEZUELA
See
Acquisitions – Venezuela
Authors – Venezuela
Bibliography – Venezuela
Gifts and exchanges – Venezuela
Government agencies – Venezuela
Periodicals, Scientific – Venezuela
Publishers and publishing – Venezuela

WEST INDIES
See
Caribbean area

WOMEN AUTHORS

Colombia

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, PAN AMERICAN SANITARY BUREAU
Abella, Rosa M. Presencia de la cultura hispánica en los Estados Unidos. FRWP, v. 21, Bloomington, IN (1976), pp. 322 – 326.


— Suplemento a las publicaciones periódicas editadas en el exilio en existencia en la Biblioteca de la Universidad de Miami. FRWP, v. 12, Los Angeles, CA, no. 2 (1967), pp. 49 – 64.


Cárdenas Pérez, Luisa. Los problemas que afrontan las bibliotecas de Centroamérica y el Caribe en la adquisición de materiales del extranjero. *FRWP*, v. 19, Austin, TX, no. 2 (1974), pp. 91–98.


AUTHORS
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Ehrman, Edith. Syllabi, Reading Lists, Bibliographical Services, and Other Resources for Undergraduate Teaching on Latin America and Other "Neglected" Foreign Areas: The Work of the Foreign Area Materials Center. FRWP, v. 12, Los Angeles, CA, no. 2 (1967), pp. 73–78.


Graham, Ann Harrison

See

Hartness-Kane, Ann


AUTHORS


— The Latin American Subject Specialist and Bibliographic Instruction. *FRWP*, v. 19, Austin, TX, no. 2 (1974), pp. 203–221.


Medeiros, Amelia. Contribucion to a Bibliography of Published and Unpublished Theses Written by Cubans or on Cuba. Located at Harvard University: Appendix is a List of Theses Submitted at the University of Miami. *FRWP*, v. 15, Toronto, ONT, no. 2 (1970), pp. 177–189.


 AUTHORS


Morris, James O. A Description of Sources for Legal and Social Science Research in Latin America: Industrial and Labor Relations. FRWP, v. 15, Toronto, ONT, no. 2 (1970), pp. 79 –94.


Shepard, Marietta Daniels. ... A solicitud de los países ... asistencia que la OEA brinda a Latinoamérica en el campo de la información. FRWP, v. 19, Austin, TX, no. 2 (1974), pp. 421 – 451. Tables, charts.


Woodbridge, Hensley C. Faculty and Library Collaboration in Developing the Latin American Collection for Area Studies Programs at Southern Illinois University. FRWP, v. 12, Los Angeles, CA, no. 2 (1967), pp. 99–108.


— West Indian Periodicals Currently Received by the University of Florida Libraries. FRWP, v. 5, New York, NY (1960), pp. 301–309.


